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. Three types of microscopic nucleus-nucleus optical potentials are constructed using
three patterns for their real and imaginary parts. Two of these patterns are the real VH
and imaginary W H parts of the potential which- reproduces the high-energy amplitude of
scattering in the microscopic Glauber-Sitenko theory. Another template VDF is calculated
within the standard double-folding model with the exchange term included. Fbr either of
the three tested potentials, the contribution of real and imaginary patterns is adjusted by
introducing two fitted factors. Correspondingly, using numerical code ECIS, the elastic
differential cross-sections were fitted to the experimental data on scattering of the 16,17 0
heavy-ions at about hundred Mev/nucleon on various target-nuclei. The relativization
effect is also included. The tables of the obtained factors which renormalize the strengths
of the real and (or) imaginary parts of the calculated microscopic potentials are given.
Keywords: heavy-ion optical potential, microscopic scattering theory, double folding
model, high-energy approximation, ECIS code

1

Introduction

One of the main goals of studying heavy-ion scattering remains to obtain the nucleus-nucleus
optical (complex) potential. Such a potential is required not only for physical interpretation
of experimental data in elastic channel but also to get the optical-model wave functions used
in the DWB A calculations of direct inelastic processes and of the nucleons removal reactions.
Unfortunately, when fitting data with the help of phenomenological optical potentials one
cannot obtain their parameters unambiguously. The other problem is that the parameters
of phenomenological potentials depend on the collision energy, atomic numbers and isospins
of nuclei. These dependencies present many difficulties in composing appropriate formulae
for the global heavy-ion potentials of scattering.
Therefore one ought to follow the more justified way for searching the nucleus-nucleus
potentials, namely, to develop the respective microscopic models. In this connection, the
attractive and commonly used models are based on the double-folding (DF) procedure, where
one calculates integrals with overlapping the density distribution functions of colliding nuclei
and the effective nucleon-nucleon potentials (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3]). Moreover, the microscopic
models arose considerable interest because they can supply us with underlying effective NNforces at normal and higher nuclear densities (see, e.g., [4]). This in-medium dependence of
NN-potentials is of the great importance in both nuclear- and astro-physics where deeper
understanding of e.g. neutron stars and super novae phenomena is needed.
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In nucleus-nucleus scattering at energies near and higher the Coulomb barrier, most
applications were made by using the optical potential where the red part is calculated within
the microscopic model with the direct and exchange terms included, while the imaginary
part of the potential is taken in a phenomenological Woods-Saxon form with a three or more
adjustable parameters. In this model, say, semi-microscopic model [1, 2, 3], one further free
parameter is usually introduced to renormalize the real DF-part of the optical potential.
Thus, the general problem still remains when one parametrizes the global dependence of the
imaginary part on the potential energy, atomic numbers,... etc.
In the present work, we suggest the method where the pattern potentials are used to
compose the microscopic nucleus-nucleus optical potential. As a basis we take the complex
potential which fully corresponds to the microscopic high-energy approximation of Glauber
and Sitenko [5, 6], being later developed in [7, 8] for deriving the nucleus-nucleus scattering amplitude. This potential (composed of both the real and imaginary parts) depends on
energy and uses density distributions of nuclei and the nucleon-nucleon amplitude of scattering with the in-medium effects included. Besides, we take into consideration the microscopic
DF-potential, the real one, and use it as a pattern for constructing the full nucleus-nucleus
potential. We hope that this regular procedure for obtaining the complex potentials can
protect one against the possible non-physicalformsof phenomenological potentials obtained
in the standard fitting procedure. It is to be noted that in our calculations of the
differential cross sections we have used, in some cases, the famous code ECIS.
In Section 2 the microscopicalformulationis presented while Section 3 is devoted to results, discussions, and some conclusions.

2 Microscopic Optical Potentials
To formulate the very complicated many-body scattering problem in terms of an equivalent
optical potential one should to appeal not only to its theoretical elegance but also to develop
the reliable methods which provide its reasonably simple relation to experimental data.
In principle, the optical potential in its general form as is done, e.g., in [9], has a very
complicated and nonlocal form. However, one believes that it can be presented in the
equivalent local form by using a realistic localized expression for the density matrix. So,
below we will test the microscopic nucleus-nucleus energy- and density-dependent optical
potential in a compact form as follows:
tfo*(r) = KV(r)

+ iNimW(r).

(1)

Here the three patterns for both of the real V(r) and imaginary W(r) parts are calculated
by using the appropriate microscopic models while the normalizing factors Nr and
are
considered as free parameters to be fitted to the experimental data.
The matter of fact is that, for nucleus-nucleus scattering, the surface region of optical
potentials plays a decisive role in predictions of differential and total cross-sections. Concequantly, the usually ensured microscopic models are substantiated namely b this outer
region of the collision. Indeed, in a preceding paper [10] a method was developed for the
restoration of nucleus-nucleus optical potentials derived on the basis of Glauber-Sitenko microscopic scattering theory where, in the so called optical limit, the microscopic phase was
given in the form

*wW = ^f-d

+

/

A, A. P>p)
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p!M MK = b + Sp - s,|).

(2)

Here p°r(r) and pf (r) are the point nucleon density distributions of the projectile and target
nuclei, respectively, and p°(s) = / f ^ / f ^ s ® +
» the profile function of p°(r). Also,
the function fN(£) = ( 2 * ) - a / d 2 ? exp(-tqf)/ w (fl) is expressed through the form factor
fN(q) of the NN-scattering amplitude, taken in the form fN(q) =
with
r
Nrmi, the NN-interaction rnw radius. Here Sun is the total cross section of the NNscattering while &NN is the ratio of the real-to-imaginary part of the forward NN-scattering
amplitude, and both of these quantities depend on energy. We denote that the "bar" means
averaging on isotopic spins of colliding nude. In [10], this phase (2) was compared with
another phenomenological one defined through the optical potential U(r)
V{r) + i W ( r )
as follows,

o)
where v is the relative motion velocity. An analytic expression was used for the phase $(6) of
(3), obtained in [11] for the symmetrized Woods-Saxon (SWS) potential, which is the most
realistic phenomenological potential often applied in many calculations. The parameters of
the SWS-potential were adjusted such that to fit the shape of the phenomenological phase
(3) to the microscopic one (2) in the outer region of space b ~ Bp + R,. As a result of
this procedure it was obtained a set of SWS-potentials which coincide in their tails but have
different interiors, and all of them were in a reasonable agreement with elastic scattering

differential cross-sections at small angles. Although this method gave surface-equivalent
realistic WS-type potentials which means the exclusion of ambiguities in the peripheral
region of the interaction, it puts us in face of the traditional old standing ambiguity problem
of the optical potentials especially in their internal region.
In such situation, we intend in this work to suggest another approach to restore an optical
potential. Towards this aim we believe that the use of microscopic potential models is more
reliable in search of a realistic optical potential than fitting a phenomenological one. As a
first candidate in this search we suggest to use unambiguous potential that corresponds to
the HEA microscopic phase (2). This potential has been obtained independently in [12], by
applying the inverse Fourier transform to the HEA-phase (2), and in [13], by substituting
the standard expression for the direct DF-potential in the definition of the phase (3). As a
result, the so-called HEA-optical potential is as follows:
t / £ ( r ) = V"(r) + i W H ( r ) ,

(4)

where
V{r)
w"{r)

= -

=

%

/ dq -fro («r)l>,(«)?,(«)/„(«),

J

dq

(«)•

(5)
(«)

Here p%1()(9) are form factors of the corresponding point densities 0jm( r ) °f the projectile and target nuclei, where the latter functions can be obtained by unfolding the nuclear
densities Pp[()(r) (see, e.g., [14]), which are usually given in tabulated forms. Thus, the suggested model is free from parameters when calculating the real V" and the imaginary W"
parts of the potential. The important and novel point of this method is that it provides
to calculate the imaginary part of the potential (6) in a microscopic way. We remind, that
in the standard semi-microscopic model one estimates only the real part of the potential
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using DF-procedure, while the imaginary part is usually taken in a phenomenological WSform with three or sometimes more fitted parameters. In the present work, in addition to
the HEA-potential, we also apply a DF-procedure to estimate the real part of the optical
potential, which includes both the direct and exchange terms (see, e.g., [2, 3]):
VDF = VD + VBX

(7)

where
V°(r) = J i ? r
Vbx(T)

r

d * r

t

= J d?Trd?rt pp(rp, r

p
p

?

( j

p

) M r , ) r „ = r + r,-rp,

(7a)

+ r * ) p,(r„ r, - r„)x
v g j M e x p f ^ ] .

(76)

The dependence on energy in the potential comes from the local relative momentum motion
defined as K(r) ~ {2Mm/ff[E - Vfr(r) - VcM]} 1 / J where Mm = ArA,m/(Ap + At) is
the reduced mass, E is the relative energy in the center-of-maes frame, and Vc(0, the
responsible part of the interaction due to the Coulomb potential. We adopt here an energyand density-dependent version for the effective interaction as given in [3] where the effective
interaction vnn is expressed in the form of M3Y force multiplied by the factor F(p) =
C|1 + a e x p ( - f i p ) - 7p] which depends on the densities p = pp + pt, and also the additional
factor (1 - 0.003 E/Ap) is introduced to correct the dependence upon the incident laboratory
energy per nucleon.
The comparison between (5) and (7) ensures that the HEA real part V" of the optical
potential corresponds only to the direct part VD of the full potential while the V o f -real
potential consists of two terms, direct and exchange ones, where the latter has a nonlocal
nature and arises from the anti-symmetrization between two colliding nuclei, and it accounts
for the Pauli-blocking and the so-called knock-on exchange nonlocality. Thus we have two
microscopic types of the real potentials VDF and V", and one for the imaginary part WH.
The HEA-potentials have slightly different slopes in their asymptotics as compared to the
DF-potential. In principle, the real and imaginary parts of optical potentials have different
physical nature. The first one, as its origin, has the one-particle densities while the second
one can get the additional contributions, coming from excitations of collective states and
the nucleons removal reactions. Besides, one should bear in mind that at high energies,
the peripheral region of the nucleus-nucleus interaction plays the essential role, while the
exchange effects reveal themselves mainly in the internal region. At the same time, we
pay attention to the result given in [15] that at high energies the nucleons removal reactions
mostly contribute to the absorption part of the optical potential while the excitation channels
are suppressed. Therefore, one-particle densities take part in equal footing in the formation
of both the real and imaginary potentials. Thus, considering not high but intermediate
energies of collisions at about 100 MeV/nucleon one can utilize both the shapes HEA- and
DF-patterns for composing total microscopic potentials. As a result, we shall test three
types of optical potentials, each have only two parameters Nr and Nim, namely:

= KAV" + W*mWH
= NfVDF

+ iN^W"

(8)
(9)

= N?VDF
+ iN?mV°F
(10)
Usually, in heavy-ion scattering at comparably high energies, the potential tails determine
the pattern of the clastic differentia] cross-sections because of the strong absorption happened
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at shorter distances. Then, roughly speaking one needs only four parameters to describe the
positions and the slope parameters of these tails. In our case we use the microscopic models
Cor both the real and imaginary patterns of the optical potentials given by Eqs.(8)-(10),
where by the fitting of only two parameters NR and NIM we can, in fact, change the strength
and shift of the potential tails in the surface region. In practice, the fit of phenomenological
potentials at E ~ 100 Mev/nucleon shows that the range from R& to oo determines the
main pattern of the differential cross-sections, and Rtn is the radius where V(fii„) = —SO
Mev. So, below in Figures we show potentials only in this region of their displaying.

3

Results, Discussion, and Conclusions

We calculate the ratio of the elastic differential cross-sections da/dU = |/(?)| s to the Rutherford cross-section
(1
=
1
;
<m
v hv J 4*» sin<(*)/2)'
For this purpose we apply the expression for the HEA-ecattering amplitude

/(<?) = ik J " d b b M q b ) [l -

+

.

(12)

which is valid at E > |t/| and for small scattering angles tf < y/2/kR where R is the
nucleus-nucleus interacting radius, say, R ~ Rp + Ri. Here q = 2k sin(t9/2) is the momentum
transfer. The Coulomb phase $c(i) is taken in an analytic form for the uniformly charged
spherical density distribution. The nuclear phase $jv(b) is calculated with a help of the
optical potentials (8)-(10), using the microscopic HEA- and DF-models. The trajectory
distortion in the Coulomb field is taken into account by changing the impact parameter b by
be = S + V a ' + h2 in all functions of the integrand of (12) with the exception of $c(6); here
fee is the distance of closest approach in a Coulomb field, where S = Z^Zt<?/2Ec.m.- Details
of calculations of (12) one can find in [16]. In addition, in calculations, we take into account
the relativists kinematics by substituting the respective expressions of velocity v and the
c.m. momentum k in (3), (11) and (12) as follows:
fc, = 197.327

+

(in

M e V f m )

,

(13)

EL + APM

* = _JL_

197.327

+ At)2 + 2AtE,/m

(in /m - I}i
'

(14)

where Et (in MeV) is the kinetic energy of the projectile nucleus in laboratory system, and
m =931.494 (in MeV) is the unified atomic mass unit.
Below we present our calculations of the cross-section da/dan for scattering of " O on
the targets * C a , "Zr, and ^ P b at incident energy £,=1503 MeV, and " O on " N i , M Zr,
"Sn, and ""Pb at £i=1435 MeV, and compare these calculations with the corresponding
experimental data from Refs. (17) and [18], respectively. The pattern potentials V", WH,
and VDF were computed with the help of (4)-(7) using the point density distribution functions p°(r) for 1 6 0 and respective target-nuclei from [14], and for the corresponding nuclei
in collisions of 1 7 0 • from [19] and [20]. Also, parameterization of SNN and &NN are taken
from [21] and [22] while the effective t>,/M-forces of the type CDM3Y6 are obtained from [4].
The normalizing coefficients NR and NIM in (8)-(10) were fitted for each couple of colliding
nuclei and presented in Tables 1A and IB.
In Figs.1-5, panels (a) and (b) show the real and imaginary parts of the optical potentials f ^ , , t / £ , and £/£, calculated by using the microscopic models HEA and DF as
patterns.
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Figure 1 represents the results obtained using 1 1 0 nucleus interaction with different
l30
targets
Sn,and **Pb using optical potentials
In Figures 2,3 and 4
panels (a) and (b)show the real and imaginary parts of the optical potentials U*,, Uj^.
and £/£, calculated by using the microscopic models HEA and DF patterns.In Fig.l the
ratio of the respective elastic to Rutherford differential crosa-sections are presented for
various ,7Onucleus reactions with different nuclei (i.e. 40 JVi, w 2r, lsoSn,and 208Pi) where
the solid curves represent calculations in HEA using D F patterns for both real and imaginary parts of the optical potential. Dashed results were obtained using
and calculated
by using ECIS code. The open circles are the experimental data from [17]. The same
ratios of cross sections were calculated in panels (C) of Figures 2,3, and 4 for reactions
of i a O nucleus with <°Ca, ®°Zr,and 208 P6 nuclei using optical potentials C/®,, and £/£,
where solid curves represent calculations with WS potential and the dashed curves by
using UjL and dash-dotted by using £/£. The open circles are the experimental data
from [17J? All the theoretical results obtained by using ECIS code. Panels(a) and (b)
are designed for the real and imaginary parts of the potentials, where dashed curves are
the real and imaginary parts of potentials using patterns V*(or W H ) , while dash-dotted
curves are for those with patterns VDF. One can see that the slopes of the calculated and
the fitted potentials in the outer region have a coincidence to each others. The differential cross-sections fall down by an exponential law beyond the Coulomb rainbow angle,
and have an acceptable agreement with the experimental data. As to applicability of the
HEA-caleulations, we can refer to the sufficient agreements with the experimental data
of the HEA cross-sections for the WS-potentials (solid curves).On the other hand, these
potentials were obtained by fitting to the same data given in [17] and [18]. It is to be
noted that our theoretical results for the differential cross-sections at relatively large scattering angles fl < 6 ° were more close to the experimental ones for the different reactions
than our previous calculations published in [23] with the help of numerical solutions of
the Schrodinger equation. This can be easily explained in view that the HEA calculations
give, by definition, more appropriate results at small scattering angles. In near future we
shall try to repeat the calculation of the weight factors Nr and Ntm of the optical potential
using the ECIS code such that to give complete fit with the experimental results where
it is expected some difference in their values than those predicted in HEA case. In Tables
1A and I B the fitted normalizing factors K and Ntm of both the real and imaginary
parts of the different microscopic optical potentials are demonstrated. In addition, we
demonstrate in Fig. 5 the relativistic effect on the differential elastic scattering crosssection of ' " O + ^ C a at Et = 1503MeV, when one uses the relativistic formulae (13),(14)
for k and v in (3),(11), and (12). Although this effect is seen not to be large at this energy,
the calculated cross-section da/dan is in favor of its improvement when compared with
its experimental counterpart.

Fig.l The optical potentials U^ and {/£, with fitted Nr and Wim coefficients (see Table
1A) for scattering of 1$0 + aCa at Euj, «= 1503AfeU. Panels (a) and (b) are designed for
the real and imaginary parts of the potentials. The dashed curve represents the imaginary
part of the potential when using the W " pattern. The dash-dotted curves are for those
with patterns VDF. Solid lines are the fitted WS potential from ref.|l7]. In panel (C)
calculations are presented of the respective ratios of the elastic differential cross sections
to the Rutherford ones using WS-potential (solid line), with [/^(dashed line),and with
(dash-dotted line). Open circles are the experimental data from [17]. All theoretical
results are obtained by using ECIS code.
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r (fm)

© c m. (degree)

Fig.2 The same as in Fig.l but for scattering of 1 8 0 + mZr using optical potential
(/£,. In panels (a) and (b) the dashed lines show the real and imaginary parts of U^* and
the corresponding cross-section is shown in panel(c) by dashed line.
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5

Fig.4 The optical potentials Uobtained
on the basis of VDF patterns with the fitted
NR and M m coefficients (see Table IB), are used for calculating " 0 heavy ions on various
nuclei at EUI = 1435ME,V. Solid lines are calculations using high-energy approximation
and dashed lines show calculations using ECIS code. Open circles are the experimental
data from [18].
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Fig.5 The effect of relativization in case of scattering " 0 + w C a . Solid (dashed) lines
show da/dan with (without) relativization. The potential U%t is taken from TW>le 1A.

Table 1A. Optical potentials for the " 0 heavy-ion scattering on off event nuclei
tt

O +

u

$

i °0 + ">Zr

m

Ca

V ' " ' + il.32W"
VDF + iOMVDF

liable I B . Optical potentials for the
U

1

"O + "Ni
DF

L/C
out 0.6V

+ t0.6V

fOF

17

0.6V

+

» 0 + a "P6

O heavy-ion scattering on different nuclei
•

"O + *°Zr
DF

|

1.13V" -4-iW" |
| Vor + iW
—
| VDF + i0.6V D f

DF

i0.SV

'^O+^Sn
f

0.5V® + t0.5V

"o+^Pi
I>f

o.5vDf+mvDF

Our main conclusion, although we did not intend to achieve a perfect fit as usually
experimentalists do. is that the presented idea proves itself to utilize the microscopic models
iLs pat terns for further fit with Lhe experimental data. In addition, this method introduce
only two adjusted normalizing free parameters instead of, at least, twice that number of
parameters required in case of use the phenomenological WS-optical potential. Moreover, at
high energy interactions, one can be confident to claim that theresultsof the calculations
done In usin^ thr microscopic potentials show that In the oilier region of the interactions a
true prediction and hchnvior of these potentials can be gained in the very sensitive domain
of the heavy-ion scattering,
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